SAFE CUSTODY
guard them, and Hubert gave him his orders before
their face.
"Never let up for an instant til] we come back.
Don't stand any sort of rot. If they try any tricks,
you're to shoot. If they don't want to stay here alive,
they can stay here dead/1
" Very good, sir," said Stiven, gravely.
Here I should say that we had been sorely tempted
to take the two back to the inn and,, telling our host
the truth, to thrust them into a cellar until we had
determined their fate: but, all things considered, we
felt that we had no right so to use so friendly a house,
and we could not forget that, when all was said and
done, the place was an inn and enjoyed a considerable
custom at certain hours of the day.
. We were glad of this decision, almost before it was
cold.
As I drew up to the forecourt, the innkeeper came
out, beaming, to say that he had a new guest. An
English lady, who had come by car from Villach, had
arrived late the night before. Her maid, he added,
had just taken her breakfast upstairs.
His news was disconcerting. Till now the inn had
been our lair, where we could talk with freedom and
eat and sleep and come and go as we pleased: hence-
forth it would be a hotel where conventions must be
honoured and decencies must be observed. And we
had no time for such things. We might hold the
winning cards, but the hand had yet to be played.
Add to this we were on our last legs. Any sort of
distraction . . .
" An English woman ? " said Palin.   " Oh; give me
strength.   I don't want to be lent any Tauchnitz.
I'm on tie job.   Harris is down, and we're coming
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